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5 INTRODUCTION

The Objectives Development Process
for the 1985-86 Assessment of Science

In 1985-86, the National Assessment of Educational Progress INAEP) will
undertake the fifth national assessment of scienc. Since 1969, NAEP
has provided periodic report cards for the nation, collecting and inter-
preting information about the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of 9-, 13-,
and 17-year-old students in most of the subjects in the school cunicu-
lum. The planning for the 1985-86 national assessment of science took
place as public concern focused on the quality of elementary and
secondary education in the United States. A number of prestigious
reports critical of the schools sparked unprecedented public debate
and calls for improvement across the country.

A Nation at Risk the report of the President's Commission on Excel-
lence, called for increased attention to science and for emphasis on the
development of higher-order thinking and problem-solving skills. Edu-
cating Americans for the 21st Century, the report of the National Science
Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science,
and Technology, stated, "We must return to the basics, but the 'basics'
of the 21st century are ne only reading, writing, and arithmetic. They
include communication and higher problem-solving skills, and scien-
tific and technological literacythe thinking tools that allow us to
understand the technological world around us. These new basics are
needed by all students .. ." The Assessment Policy Committee, which
governs NAEP and includes teachers, school superintendents, state
legislators, school board members, and representatives from business
and industry, also called for increased emphasis on problem-solving
and higher-order skills in the 1985-86 assessment.

According to the first NAEP science objectives, formulated in 1965,
the major purpose of science education is to develop scientifically
literate individuals. For each successive National Assessment of Sci-
ence, objectives have been developed as a framework for measuring the
attainments in science of students in the United States at ages 9, 13, and
17. Collectively, these objectivesrevised and refined over theyears
provide one definition of scientific literacy. The objectives for 1985-86
build on what has gone before, taking into account recent develop-
ments and new emphases.

As in tht past, these objectives resulted from a consensus process
invoking many people. Development began with a review of the objec-
tives from the 1976-77 assessment by 25 practicing scientists and educa-
tors, including college teachers of science, specialists in science educa-
tion, school science coordinators, classroom teachers, and school
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administrators from all parts of the counny. Their comments and
suggestions for change were considered by the Science Learning Area
Committee (see Appendix C), which met to formulate the objectives and
design of the 1985-86 assessment, Successive drafts of the booklet were
reviewed not only by the committee but also by other practitioners in
the schools. The objectives also were reviewed by the Assessment Policy
Committee and by a group representative of the interested lay public
not directly involved with science education. The committee consid-
ered these reviews at each of its meetings in order to respond to the
broad range of opinions, interests, and priorities cnncerning science
education.

The material that follows presents the framework and specifications
that guided the development ef new exercises for the assessment. At the
same time, it indicates what the Science Learning Area Committee and
miewers ageed is appropriate for the assessment to measure in sci-
ence attainment and in attitudes toward science. This consensus is one
view of the objectives of American science education.



7 CHAPTER 1

The Framework for Science Objectives

A matrix in three dimensionsContent, Context, and Cognition
represents the broad objectives of science education. Exhibit 1 presents
the matrix in %isual form, showing that each dimension is divided into
major categories. Each exercise in the assessment can be classified into
a cell of the matrix that matches the category of content it assesses, the
context in which it is presented, and the cognitive skill it measures.
However, exercises cannot be devised for every cell because a few
combinations, such as histoty in a personal context, are meaningless.

This three-dimensional framework is a departure from the two-
dimensional one developed for the 1976-77 assessment and used again
for the 1981-82 assessment. The concepts underlying the two frame-
works, however, are similar enough to permit easy reclassification of
previously administered exercises into cells of the three-dimensional
matrix. Thus, it is possible to maintain continuity in reporting trends
over time by reusing a subset of previously administered exercises in
the new assessment. (Unlike the 1985-86 framework described in the
follavving pages, the dimensions of the matrix used in the 1976-77 and
19814;2 science assessments included an abbreviated Bloom taxonomy
and a dimension with three subdivisions: content, processes, and
science and society.1

Major Categories in the Framework

CONTENT

The content dimension of the matrix includes both the body ofknowl-
edge in the traditional disciplines of science and knowledge about
science, its nature and processes, and its history. The content dirnen-
sion contains sbc major categories:

Life Sciences
Physics
Chemistry
Earth and Space Sciences
Histoly of Science
Nature of Science

For a discussion of these categories and the topics appropriate for
assessment within them, see Chapter 2.
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The context dimension of the matrix defines four types of situations for
presenting assessment exercises: scientific, personal, societal, and
technological The definitions of these four categories are:

Scientific context These exercises assess students' understanding of
the body of knowledge of science. This category includes the descrip-
tive facts, principles, conceptual schemes, models, and inquiry skills
needed to acquire mastery of the disciplines and to attain an intellec-
tual appreciation of the natural world.

Personal context. These exercises assess the students' knowledge of
the ways in which scientific facts and principles are useful in their
everyday lives and the extent to which their decision-making is based
on the application of science to matters related to general safety, health,
well-being, habits, and life-style.

Societal context These exercises deal with the role and use of the
content and methods of science in decision-making on societal issues
and questions of public policy. This category also includes exercises
that deal with the impact of scientific and technologcal developments
on people, both individually and collectively, through the management

9
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or manipulation of the biological and physical worlds. These exercises
require an understanding of the potential benefits and, 'or risks to
individuals and to society of various scientific and technological
endeavors.

Technological context These exercises focus on the application of the
knowledge and methods of science to commercial or utilitarian pur-
poses. Technology, which is both the process of development and the
products of that development, relies on concepts from science and
mathematics to create new products and procedures. It includes tools,
devices, and techniques that can have considerable influence upon
individuals and the environments in which they live. Examples of the
technology arca include biotechnology, food production, medical care,
energy production and consumption, transportation, communication,
and nuclear power. Tools and devices include such things as wind-
mills, microscopes, x-ray machines, television, computers, and nuclear
submarines.

COGNITION

The Learning Area Committee designed the cognition dimension of the
matrix so that exercises could be classified according to the cognitive
processes required to deal with science content at different levels of
complexity. The committee defined three generic categoriesknows,
uses, and integratesand based the following descriptions of these
categories on cognitive theory that defines three types of knowledge,
each of which has a different function in problem-solving.

Knows: These exercises test primarily factual knowledge. Successful
performance depends on the ability to recall specific facts, concepts,
principles, and methods of science; to show familiarity with scientific
terminology; to recognize these basic ideas in a different context; and to
Zranslate information into other words or another format. This category
generally involves a one-step cognitive process.

Usetn These exercises test the ability to combine factual knowledge with
rules, formulas, and algorithms for a specified purpose. Successful
performance depends on the ability to apply basic scientific facts and
principles to concrete and/or unfamiliar situations; to interpret infor-
mation or data using the basic ideas of the natu -al sciences; and to
recognize relationships of concepts, facts, and principles to phenom-
ena observed and data collected. This category generally involves a
two-step cognitive process.

Int%watern These exercises test the ability to organize the component
processes of problem solving and learning for the attainment ofmore

1 0
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complex goals. Successful performance depends on the ability to ana-
lyze a problem in a manner consistent with the body of scientific
concepts and principles, to organize a series of logical steps, to draw
conclusions on the basis oi available data, to evaluate the best proce-
dure under specified conditions, and to employ other higher-order
skills needed for reaching the solution to a problem.

This category generally involves multi-step cognitive processes. In
particular, it requires such mental processes as generalizing; hypothe-
sizing; interpolating and extrapolating; reasoning by analogy, induction
and deduction; and synthesizing and modeling.

Specifications for Assessment Exercises

A national assessment of science can cover only a small sample of the
domain included in science education throughout the school years.
Therefore, the committee needed to consider how much weight to give
to each of the major categories in the matrix. Weights were assigned
separately to each age level, because the emphases and expectations
appropriate for 9-, 13-, and 17-year-old students are different.

The committee assigned an approximate percentage of the assess-
ment to each major category for each of the three dimensions, in order
to define how students' knowledge of science should be sampled and
to guide exercise development. The percentages were selected taking
into account information about what the school curriculum typically
includes, and a consensus about what the focus and outcomes of
science education should be.

In the context categoty, the committee decided on a combined
percentage for personal, societal, and technological exercises rather
than specific percentages for each, because many exercises will involve
both personal and technological or societal and technological contexts.
For 9-year-olds, personal contexts will probably dominate, with more
emphasis on societal and technological contexts at the older age levels.

In the cognition dimension, the committee assigned the same per-
centages to all three ages, with the understanding that what is expected
of 9-year-olds in the "integrates" category (which calls for multi-step
processes and higher-order skills) will be significantly different from
what is expected of older students. Since it is not possible to know
precisely what knowledge and processes any individual student will
apply to a given exercise, the classification of the exercises as **knows"
or "uses" or even Integrates" was based on informed judgment about
the factual knowledge and cognitive processes that an average student
in the target population is most likely to apply to obtain the correct
answer. For example, for one student, answering a particular question
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may simply involve knowing the factual information needed. Another
who does not have that specific information may arTive at the correct
answer by a mental process that involves different but related informa-
tion. Everyone who classified exercises needed to consider the age of
the intended population as well as its probable academic experience.
An exercise can he in the "knows" category for older students and inthe
"integrates" category for younger ones, because what older students
may know as a fact younger students probably can arrive at only by
multi-step reasoning.

The pementages assigned are shown in the following tables.
Table 1

Content: Approximate Percentages

Category 9-vear-olds 13-vear-olds 17-year-olds

Life Sciences 35% 25% 25".",
Physics 15 15 20
Chemistiy 10 15 20
Earth and Space Sciences 20 20 15
History of Science 5 10 5
Nature of Science 15 15 15

100 100 100

Table 2
Context: Approximate Percentages

Category 9-vear-olds 13-year-olds 17-year-olds

Scientific
Personal
Societal
Technological

50%

50

55%

45

60?:,

40

100 100 100

Table 3
Cognition: Approximate Percentages

Category 9-year-olds 13-year-olds 17-year-olds

Knows 40% 40% 405
Uses 30 30 30
Integrates 30 30 30

100 100 100

12



Other Aspects of the Assessment

12.=.
In addition to the assessment of students knowledge of science, the
assessment will collect information from students on their back-
grounds in science, their attitudes toward science, and their scientific
experiences, both in school and outside. NAEP will also ask teachers
and school administrators about such things as science cuniculum,
laboratory facilities, time devoted to science, backgrounds of teachers,
and teaching methods. The collection of these data has two important
purposes: to report on these subjects to the public, which is concerned
about the status of science education, and to improve the usefulness of
the assessment results by studying and reporting on the relationship of
these factors to science achievement.

Since self-report questions on attitudes, values, and experiences do
not fit into the matrix, the committee constdered them separately. It
identified seven categories of questiuls for sdents: attitudes toward
science classes, career and education intentions, socioscientific
responsibility, science as a personal tool, value of science, societal
issues, and experiences in science. This portion of the assessment is
described in more detail in Chapter 3.

13



13 CHAPTER 2

Science Content

This chapter describes the major categories of the content dimension
in more detail by subdividing them.

The content dimension of the matrix represents the facts, concepts,
conceptual schemes, inquiry skills, and other aspects of science con-
tent subsumed in the major categories. Since theamount of material in
this area is so extensive, the Learning Area Committee divided each of
the major categories into a set of narrower, although still broad, topics
appropriate for inclusion in the assessment. Some of the topics in the
lists that follow are not appropriate for 9-year-olds; a few are appropri-
ate only for 17-year-olds.

The first four major content categoriesLife Sciences, Physics,
Chemistry, Earth and Space Sciencesrepresent the content of the
traditional scientific disciplines. Each of the broad topics within each of
these major categories has been further subdivided into a list of impor-
tant concepts or subtopics, to guide the writing and selection of exer-
cises. These lists appear as Appendix A, with indication of the age
level(s) for which each item is considered appropriate. In developing
these lists, the committee recognized that many topics cross discipline
lines.

History of Science is a new area for the assessment. The committee
considered it important for students to know and understand some-
thing about how scientific ideas and theories develop and change over
time, about how society has influenced scientific development, and
how developments in science have affected society, and about some of
the outstanding figures in science. The glith category, the Nature of
Science, is ciesigned to measure students' understanding of the charac-
teristics and methods of zcientific inquityTand their ability to apply the
processes of science to the solution of problems.
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These six major categories of science content contain the following
topics:

Life Sciences
Cellular and molecular biology

Energy transformations (photosynthesis and cellular
metabolism)

Structure and functions of organisms !protists, plants. animals)
Diversity of organisms !classification)
Genetics and development
Evolution
Ecolow
Behavior

Physics
Mechanics (motion, forces, principles of conservation)

Waves and optics
Electricity and magnetism
Modern physics (atomic, nuclear, relativity)

Heat and kinetic theory

Chemistry
Structure of matter (nuclear, atomic, and molecular)
Periodic classification

States of matter and nature of solutions
Reactions of matter (chemical transformations)
Stoichiometry

Earth and Space Sciences
The Earth's history
Materials of the Earth
Agents and processes of change in the Earth's surface
Earth's atmosphere and weather
Describing and measuring time and location
The oceans
The solar system, galaxies, and the universe

1 5
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History of Science
Developnwnt of scientific ideas
History of sciencesociety interactions
Pioneers in science
Allitture of Science
Processes of science
Assumptions of science
Characteristics and limitations of scientific methods
Ethics in science

Knowledge of the processes of science and the ability to apply them
is basic to the attainment of scientific literacy. The processes of scien-
tific inquiry include activities such as observing, measuring, experi-
menting, communicating, as well as mental processes such as inter-
preting data; generdizing; interpolating, hypothesizing; reasoning by
analoKv, by metaphor, by induction and deduction; synthesizing; and

The mentd, or cognitive, processes essential to successful scientific
inquiry are not unique to science. They overlap with the generic cate-
gories in the cognition dimension of the matrix, especially with the
"integrates- category, which calls for multi-step processes and higher-
order skills. The committee distinguished two types of exercises for
classification. Exercises that focus solely on knowledge of science pro-
cesses and their application were ()ossified under Nature of Science
and the comparable cognition categoiy. Exercises that require the
student to recall and apply factual knowledge from one of the disci-
plines of science were classified under the particular discipline (Life
Sciences, Physics, Chemistry, Earth and Space Sciences1 and the appro-
priate cognition category.



17 CHAPTER 3

Attitudes, Values, and Experience

The collection and reporting of information about students attitudes
and values vith respect to science and scientific endeavors are impor-
tant parts of the assessment. Because it is inappropriate to make state-
ments about how people should feel or think about a subject, questions
in these areas have no right or wrong answers. Rather, NAEP regards its
attitudinal questions as primarily investigative and the results descrip-
tive of the attitudes and values students hold. The assessment monitors
trends by repeating some questions from previous assessments and
reporting how students' attitudes have changed over the years.

This component of the assessment includes seven categories of
questions for self-reporting by students. Descriptions of the categories
follow

Attitudes toward science classes: Attitudes assessed in these ques-
tions are all related to classroom experiences. NAEP has typically used
this categoty to obtain answers to such questions as: Do students
perceive science classes to be enjoyable and useful? Do students believe
their teachers enjoy science, know a lot about it, make it interesting?
How do students feel about different types of activities in science
classes? Why do they feel the way they do?

Career and education intentions: Questions in this category address
students' attitudes and intentions or expectations regarding further
study of science and the possibility of entering careers in science-
related fields. Since the attitudes and intentions of students today may
affect the numbers of workers in science, engineering, and related fields
tomorrow, it is important to find out what attitudes and expectations
students hold, and why.

Socioscientific responsibility: The intent of questions in this category
is to ascertain whether students believe that societal problems related
to science affect them personally and whether they believe that they
themselves can contribute to the solution of such problems. For exam-
ple, the intent of some questions is to find out if students believe that
current problems in energy, food production, or overpopulation touch
their lives. The assessment asks students whether they believe they can
do something personally to help with a specific problem such as energy
shortage. Other questions deal with such things as whether or not
students are willing to help solve societal problems.

Science as a personal tool: Questions in this category assess students'
opinions about the utility of scientific knowledge and the skills and

17
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processes of scientific investigation in their daily lives. Some of these
questions try to ascertain whether students believe that what they learn
in science classes is useful for activities outside school, and whether
they use this knowledge.

Value of &imam The primary object of questions in this category is to
find out whether students have confidence in science and value scien-
tific investigation as a beneficial activity. This inquiry addresses such
questions as: Do students believe applications of science can help solve
world problems? Has use of science improved the quality of life? This
category also includes students' attitudes toward the conduct and
support of research in basic and applied scientific fields and their
opinions on the extent to which science and scientific activities should
be controlled by the government or wher social institutions.

Societal Issueta A major purpose of questions in this category is to
ascertain students' opinions and attitudes about important and contro-
versial scientific research directions and developo-ients that could have
an impact on society. Questions also seek stude opinions on the
relative value and importance of disparate researcn and development
thrusts that may be in competition for limited financial support. It is
important to determine the older students' opinions on cmical societal
issues and any shifts in their opinions over the years. A scientifically
literate population should be able to participate in decision-making on
such issues and he aware of the potential risks and gains in new
research. (Questions in this category do not apply to ni:Le-year-olds.)

Experiences in Sdenem One intent of questions in this category is to
assess students' experiences in science-related activities, both in
school am) out. The inclusion of questions that measure the extent of
students extracurricular science activities provides some indication of
whether or not they value exploring science as an intellectual exercise.
The second intent is to determine the extent to which students receive
opportunities for observations of the natural world and for hands-on
laboratory experiences.

1 8



19 APPENDIX A

Concepts Appropriate for the 1985-86 Assessment

Recognizing that the topics listed in Chapter 2 under each of the
science disciplines were still veiy broad, the Learning Area Committee
identified specific subtopics and concepts within each topic to guide
the development of exercises for the assessment. The committee did
not intend the following lists to be complete or definitive or to imply
that any curriculum should include all the topics. The development of
the'lists followed the usual NAEP consensus procedure, under which a
broad gpectrum of reviewers commented on draft lists of science topics
and on their appropriateness for students of different age::.

Because not all subtopics and concepts are appropriate for all age
levels, the lists use a dot 1401 in the column under a particular age to
indicatc that some aspect of that subtopic or concept could be a
potential source of exercises for that age level. A blank indicates that the
particular subtopic or concept is not appropriate for that age group.

Given time and other limitations, the assessment cannot include
exercises on all the appropriate subtopics. The final selection of exer-
cises for the assessment required the careful balancing of a number of
requirements: the need to repeat enough exercises from previous
assessments to be able to report on changes over time; the need to meet
the distribution specifications with respect to content, context, and
cognition; and the need to offer exercises over a wide range of difficulty.
Within these constraints, the choice among exercises %vas based on
professional judgments with respect to the quality of individual exer-
cises and the centrality of what each measures.

TOPICS IN LIFE SCIENCES

9
Cellular and Molecular Biolom,

Cellular theory of life

13 17

Methods for studying cells

Plant and animal cells

Cell structure and function

Life as a chemical process

Structure and function of basic groups of
biochemical compounds

19
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9 13 17
Enzymes, hormones, and itamins as regulators of

life processes

Structure and function of RNA and DNA to

Translation of genetic information from genes to
protein formation

Energv Transformations
Importance of energy to life
Food as the source of biological energy
Major energy reactions in living things, photosyn-

thesis and cellular metabolism

Biological energy as the making and breaking of
chemical bonds

Structure and Function of Organisms
(Protists, Plants, Animals)

Living and nonliving things

lnterdependences within living things
organisms as systems e

Hierarchy of structure :ud function (from mole-
cules to ecosystem:-

Equilibrium in living things (homeostasis)

Structural features of plants

Structural features of animals

Structure and function of body systems (micro-
organis.ns, plants, animals, human)

Good health tices

Germ theory of disease

Diversity of Organisms (Classification)

Major divisions of biologybotany, zoology, etc.....

20
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9 13 17

Categories of !king thinpkingdom phylum, etc.

Classification schemesstructural and/or
evolutionary relationships

Taxonomy of major groups (microorganisms,
protists, plants, animals)

Genetics and Development

Reproduction as the fundamental biological
process that provides for the continuance of life

Inherited characteristics as the endowments of
every living organism that comes into the world

Relationship between inherited traits and physical
appearance

Relationship between proteins and inherited traits

Gene theory of heredity (chromosomes, genes, DNA)

Strategies of reproductionasexual and sexual

The process of meiosis in the life cycle of sexual
reproducers

Elements of Mendelian genetics

Inheritance of human traits

Inheritance of human hereditary diseases

Plant and animal life cycles

Human life cycle

Growth and repair as fundamental activities of
living things

Cell division as the essential mechanism of growth
and development

Contemporary issuesgenetic engineering, new
reproductive technologies (e.g. IVF), genetic
counseling etc

21
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9 13 17Erolution

Evolution of the earth and of life as the result of
natural forces

Structural and functional changes in living things
as responses to changes in physical environ-
ments

Adaptation as the chief means of survival in living
things

Origins of new types of organisms through varia-
tions in previously living organisms

Progression from simple to complex organisms on
an evolutionary continuum

Extinction as an important part of evolution

Historical perspectives (Darwin, Lamarck, etc )

Evidences for evolution (fossils, geological records,
comparative studies etc.)

Nature of scientific proo; as applied to evolution

Theories related to the origin of life

Theories of mechanisms that bring about evolution-
ary changes (natural selection, plate tectonics,
etc.I

Adaptive advantages of biological symmetry (radial,
spherical, bilateral)

Ecology

Interdependencies in living systems (populations,
communities, ecosystems, biomes)

Enemy flow through food chains (decomposers,
producers, consumers) e

Balanced ecosystems and long-term stability

Environments of living things as continuously
changing

22
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9 13 17
Essential requirements for lifefood, certain

temperature conditions, moisture, light and
oxygen

Biogeochemical cycles (carbon dioxide-oxygen,
nitrogen, etc.)

Competition

Importance of conservation and the protection of
the environment (wildlife, natural resources,
wilderness)

Importance to humans of microorganisms plants .
and animals

Protective adapta:ions (mimiciy, protective color-
ation, etc I

Prey-predator relationships

Latitude and altOude effPcts on iife Ilifo zones) a a

Effects of human activities on the environment

Social issues i-elated to the environment (water
crisis, pollution, etc.) a a a

World population

Behavior

Response of living things to stimuli

Basis of behavior (genetic, physical) ap

Animal behavior as a form of adaptation

Modes of animal behavior (communication, territo-
ria/ity, social behavior, rr.4-atory behavior,
innate behavior, learning, navigation)

Animal models and human behavior

23
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TOPICS IN PHYSICS

Mechanics
9 13 17

Distince, force, enemy o

Levers, simple machines

Mass, volume, density

Time, speed, relative motion

Free-fall, constant acceleration

Principle of inertia, action-reaction

Weight and mass difference, vectors

Newton's laws, law of gavitation

Conservation of matter

Conservation of energy, work, and energy relation

Momentum, impulse, and conservation of
momentum

Rotation, torque, angular momentum

Heat and Thermodynamics

Phases of matter, heating, and cooling
or

Temperature and temperature scales

Phase changes, ener&v relations

Chemical bonds, latent heat, thermal coefficient

Calorin retry, first law of thermodynamics

Heat engines, entropy, second law of thermo-
dynamics

Pressure, volume, and temperature relations

Gas laws, kinetic molecular theory
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Waves and Optics

Vibration, transmission, and types of waYeS.

Wavelength, frequency, amplitude, speed

9 13

eS

17

Reflection, refraction, diffraction, and superposition

Snell's law, interference patterns, standing waves

Sound and air

Sound production, music

White light and colors, shadows o

Lenses, mirrors

Images, ray diagrams, lens equations

Particle vs. wave models for light

Doppler effect, redshift

gectricih: and Magnetism

Electric materials, attraction and repulsion

Charge, protons, electrons

Coulomb's law, fields, potential difference

Electricity at home

Batteries, current, resistance, simple circuits

Ohm's law, electrical power, electrical devices

Magnetic materials, Earth's magnetism, compass

Oersted's discovery, electromagnetism

Magnetic field, currents in magnetic fields

Electric motors, generators, AC/DC

Generating, sending, and using electric power

Semiconductors, transistors, and amplification
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Modern Physics

Atomic structure, the four-force universe

Bohr atom, quantized orbits

Photons, explanation of atomic spectra

Radioactive materials, effects of radioactivity

radioacthe decay, nuclear plants, E=mc2

9 13 17

Fission, fusion. "binding energy- curve

Special relativitybasic principles
High energ particles

Cosmologyexidence of an expanding universe.. . .

TOPICS IN CHENIISTRY

Structure of Matter

Concept of Elementary particles (atoms and mole-
cules(

9 13 17

Elemerts and compounds

Electron shells, subshells, and orbitals

Radioactivity

Matter and energ

Ionic and covalent bonding

Polar and nonpolar molecules

Macromolecules

Periodic Classification

Relationship between electronic structure and
periodic classification

Metals and nonmetals
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9 13 17
Families of elements

Noble gases

Transition elements

Ionization potentials

Relative electronegativities

Atomic radii (size of atoms)

States of Matter and Nature of Solutions

Physical properties of solids, liquids, and gases
(examples: ice, water, water vapor); effectives of
temperature, pressure, volume

Enemy changes in changes of state

Kinetic and potential enerv; temperature depen-
dence of kinetic enemy

Method of expressing concentration of solutions .

Colligative properties of solutions

Relationships between solubility and structure

Electrical conductivity

Reactions of Matter

Changes in properties of matter by chemical
reactions e

Decomposition

Combination (burning, rusting, etc . )

Energy of reactions

Oxidation-reduction; basic concepts

Acids and bases

ReversiMe re!actions
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9 13 17
Stoichiometry

Laws of conservation of mass

Laws of chemical combination

Atomic and molecular weights

The mole concept

Chemical equations; concepts and calculations

Percent composition and formulas of compounds

Mass-gas volume relationships

Volume-volume relationships in gaseous reactions

Energy relationships in chemical reactions

TOPICS IN EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

9 13 17
Earth's History

The rock record

The fossil record e

Plate tectonics

Materials of the Earth

Earth chemistry

Rocks

Minerals

Natural resources

Water e

Air

28
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Agents and Processes of Change in Larth's Su:face

Weathering

Erosion

Crustal movements

9 13 17

Glaciers *

Water

Winds

Volcanism. earthquakes

The Earth's Atmosphere and Weather

Air and its movements

Water cycles

Climate, seasons

Weather

Describing and Measuring Time and location

Earth's rotation and revolution

Latitude and longitude

Time and date

Earth's dimensions

The Oceans

Ocean water and its movements

The ocean floor
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9 13 17
The Solar System, Galaxies, and the Universe

Design of the universe

Stars and galaaies

The solar system

The Sun e

The Earth's Moon

Space exploration
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31 APPENDIX B

The exercises that follow illustrate the classification of exercises into
the various cells of the three-dimensional matrix designed as the frame-
work for the science assessment.

Each exercise is classified into one of six content areas (Life Sciences,
Physics, Chemistry, Earth and Space Sciences, History of Science, or
Nature of Science); into one of four contexts (Scientific, Personal, Soci-
etaL or Technological) and into one of three levels of cognition (Knows,
Uses, or Integrates). It is understood that occasionally an exercise will
cross discipline or context lines.

1. In which set of living things below do all four things get their food
in a similar way?

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

This exercise for 9-year-olds is classified as Life ScienceScientific
- Integrates. (It is an example of a question that would be classified
as integrates for 9-year-olds but not for older students.)
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2. In the w,_:stern part of the U.S., poisoned bait is sometimes used to
kill coyotes that are attacking sheep. Some people protest this
practice. Which of the following is probably NOT a concern of these
protesters?

(A) Other animals, including some endangered species, could be
killed by eating the poisoned bait.

(B) Eliminating the coyote from the food web may result in
increased numbers of mice and rabbits.

ICI The pelts of coyotes killed by this method will not be of any
value

(DI The wheat crop produced in the area may suffer as a result of an
increase in first-level consumers.

3.

This exercise is classified as Life SciencesSocietaILlses, suitable
for 17-year-olds, and possibly for students at age 13.

Battery

Light bulbs 1 and 2 and a variable resistor R are connected to a
battery as shown above. The resistance of R in this circuit may be
increased or decreased.
If the resistance of R in the diagram above is increased, how will the
brightness of light bulb 1 be affected?

(A) It will increase.
(B) It will decrease.
(C) It will remain the same.

This exercise is classified as PhysicsScientificUses, suitable for
17-ylar-olds.
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4. A 100-pound woman and a 200-pound man are seated on a seesaw.
In which of the following pictures would the seesaw be balanced?

(A)
Man

Voman

This is an exercise suitable for 9-year-olds, and classified asPhysics
ScientificUses.

5. Which of the following technological advances contributed most to
increasing our knowledge of the thickness of the Earth's crust?

(A) The diamond tipped drill bit
(B) The orbiting space telescope
(C) The recording seismograph
(D) Laser surveying techniques

This is a straight recall exercise suitable for age 13 or 17. It is class-
ified Earth and Space SciencesTechnologicalKnows.

5. The idea that increasing concentrations of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere will result in an increase in the worldwide average
atmospheric temperature is based on which of the following facts
about carbon dioxide?

(A) It is used by plants in photoGynthesis.
(B) It is necessary for precipf" ftion (rain) to occur.
(C) It is produced by the respiration of plants and animals.
(D) ft is a better absorber of infrared than of ultraviolet radiation.

This exercise is suitable for 17-year-olds. It is classified as Earth and
Space SciencesSocietalUses.
This is an example of an exercise that crosses both discipline and
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context lines. There am elements of both life sciences and chemistiy
in the exercise, as well as earth and space sciences. Although one
could also argue that the exercise is scientific, the NAEP staffjudged
that the societal implications in the question were predominant.

7. The urine of a healthy human has a pH of 7.35 to 7.45. Acidosis is a
condition in which there is an abnormal increase of hydrogen ions.
Urine at whieh of the following pH readings indicates a state of
acidosis?

(A) 6.85 (B) 7.46 (C) 7.65 (D) 7.95

This exercise is classified as ChemistrvPersotialUses. It is suit-
able for 17-year-olds.

8. 1

Time

The teacher tells the class, "This graph was made from watching an
animal move." Then she asks the students to suggest what kind of
animal was observed. Pat thinks a frog was watched as it hoppeC.
Jean thinks the animal was a kangaroo Which of the following
would be most helpful in determining which of the two fkr otheses
was more likely to be correct?

(A) Knowing how much time is represented by each of the flat
portions of the graph

(B) Knowing how much energy is represented by the space
between two adjacent horizontal lines

(C) Determining whether the curved sections of the graph are
parabOic

(D) Regraphing the data to increase its spread

This exercise is classified as Nature of ScienceScientific
Integrates. It is suitable for both 13- and 17-year-olds.
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9. By .M1E:ming the history of the natural sciences, we can see that
practically every scientific discovery and idea ic built on earlfer
discoveries and ideas. Based on this information, what is the most
likely historical order of the following developments?
1. Fabricius describes the one-way vahes in the veins that let blood

flow only toward the heart.
2. Vesalius dissects human cadavers and shows how to use dissec-

tions to study human anatomy.
3. Harvey announces his theory that blood circulates in the body,

going from the heart into the arteries, then into the veins and
back to the heart.

(A) 1, 3, 2

(B) 2, 1, 3

(C) 2, 3, 1

(DI 3, 1, 2

This is a History ofScienceSoientificIntegrates exercise appro-
priate for 17-year-olds. Although many History of Science exercises
will be in the Knotts category, this exe;cise has been included to
illustrate that it is possible to assess more than straightforward
recall of facts in the history area.

10. Studies have shown that people who smoke cigarettes have a
greater likelihood of contracting several diseases. The causeand-
effect relationship between smoking Ind poor health is which of
the followhg?

(A) An observation
(B) An inference
(C) A law

(D) A model

This is a Nature of ScienreScientificKnotts exercise that is
appropriate for ages 13 and 17.
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37 APPENDIX C

Participants in the Development
of the 1985-86 National Assessment of Science

The National Assessment appreciates the efforts of all the individuals
who contributed to the development of the :985-86 science ast.essment.
Many people, including universit: professors, research scientists, ciass-
mom teachers, sclvol administrators and curriculum specialists, .-ts
well as parents and other interested ray persons, participat ed in review-
ing successive drafts of these objectives. In addition, riore than 30
classroom teachers across the country wrote exercises tor the assess-
ment. NAEP could not have developed these objectives and the assess-
ment based on them without the substanail involvement of taese
people.

Special thanks are due to the members o: the Science Learning Area
Committee who developed the framework and specifications for me
assessment, were responsive to the series of revim s, and spent long
hours reviewing and revising exercises. Assisting the; -I were Richard
DeVore and Hessy Taft, science examiners at Educational Testing Ser-
vice, and Marion Epstein, science coordinator for NAEP.

The National Assessment extends its deep appreciation to all partic-
ipants.

gaence Learning Area Committee

Audrey Champagne, American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Washington, DC

George Kieffer, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL
Nuria Rodriguez, Beverly Hills High School, Beverly Hills, CA
Calvin VanderWerf, University of Florida, Gainesville, F L
Wayne Welch, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

Science Consultaats

Don Ahshapanek, Haskell Indian Junior College, Lawrence, KS
Dale R. Baker, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
Paul Bamberg, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Gal Bareeio, Board of Education, South Brunswick, NJ
Ron Barnes, Office of Science, Baltimore County School District,

Baltimore, MD
William E. Barstow, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
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Linda Behrens, Perry Hall Middle School, Baltimore, MD
Jack Bouma, Pikesville Middle School, Baltimore, MD
Marilyn Braveman, American Jemish Committee, New York, NY
Linda Broach, Mountainbrook Jr. High School, Birmingham, AL
John R. Brown, Jr., Trustee, Kean College of NJ., Short Hills, NJ
William S. Dougall, Lakeside School, Seattle, WA
Kenneth W Dowling, Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction,

Madison , 1%1

Beulah Durr, Nottingham High School, Syracuse, NY
N'era King Farris, Riehard Stockton State College, Pomona, NJ
Louis Finsand, Malcolm Price Laboratory School, University of

Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA
Joseph M. Flynn, Citizen's Council for Ohio Schools, Cleveland, OH
Anthony Galitsis, N.Y.C. Board of Education, Brooklyn, NY
Roy A. Gallant, University of Southern Maine, Poriland, ME
Beverly German, Shady z;pring Elementary Schooi, Baltimore, MD
Been Gibb, Brookline High School, Brookline, MA
Dennis Gray, Council for Basic Education, Washington, DC
Martha Green, Florida Department of-Education, Tallahassee, FL
Laura Hallowell, Wellesle3 High School, Wellesley, MA
John Harkness, Wausau West High School, Wausau, WI
Charles J. Hemel:way, St. Paul's Episcopal School, New Orleans, LA
Dale T. Hesser, North Syracuse School District, North Syracuse, NY
Vincent Hollis, Howard University, Washington, DC
Ann C. Howe, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC
Cindy Hrebar, Jefferson County Snhool District, Lakewood, CO
Ken lndek, University of Illinois, Champaign, IL
Bernard H. Johnson, Central State University, Wilberforce, OH
Russ !ones, Sussex Elementary Schocl, Baltimore, MD
Maryanne Kahn, Francis W. Parker School, Chicago, IL
James Kelly, Malcolm Price Laboratory School, University of Northern

Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA
12.-...opold E. Klopfer, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
Sylvia Kramer, Women's Action Alliance, New York, NY
Karl Kranz, National Zoo, Washington, DC
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Charles Kuzminski, Hopewell Valley Regional School District,
Pennington, NJ

Terry Kwan, Houghton-Mifflin Reference Division, Boston, MA
Jeanne Liu, South Carolina Department of Education, Columbia, SC
Steven Maltese, charlesmont Elementary School, Baltimore, MD
Phyllis Marcuccio. National Science Teachers Association, Washington ,

DC

George F. Matthias, Croton-Harmon Senior High School, Croton-on-
Hudson, NY

Alan J. McCormick, Laramie, 11T
John McGeehee, Rolling Hills High School, Rolling Hills Estates, CA
Thomas McGuire, Briarcliff High School, Briarcliff Manor, NT
Robert McNeesh, Baltimore County Public Schools, Towson, MD
Kenneth Mechling, Clarion University, Clarion, PA
James Mecklenburger, National School Boards Association, Alexandria,

VA

Ida M. Medlem, Bellaire High School, Bellaire, TX
Suzanne Mittenthal, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL
Pat Morris, University of Illinois, Champaign, IL
Patsy Mueller, Highland Park High School, Highland Park, IL
John Murphy, Board of Education, Howard County Public School

System, MD
Joseph Novak, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
Linda Parker, Department of Education, Tallahassee. FL
George Patrinicola, Loch Raven Senior High School, Baltimore, MD
Nadine Peterson, Oak Park and River Forest High School, Oak Park, IL
Michael D. Piburn, Salt Lake City, UT
Frank Quagliano, Macintosh Middle School, Sarasota, FL
Senta Raizen, National Academy of Science, Washington, DC
Thomas R. Richardson, University School of Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI
Joseph Riley, Michigan Department of Education, Lansing, MI
David Robinson, Albany State College, Albany, GA
James T. Robinson, Boulder Valley Schools, Boulder, CO
Eloy Rodriguez-, University of California, Irvine, CA
Maly Budd Rowe, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
Loren E. Sanchez, Upland School District, Upland, GA
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Walter Scheider, Huron High School. Ann Arbor. MI
Byron M. Shinn, McClure Jr. High School, Western Springs, IL
Robert Sigda, National Science Teachers Association, Dix Hills, NY
Mary Lou Simon, South Brunswick Schools, Monmouth Junction, NJ
Marilyn Smith, Beverly Vista School, Beverly Hills, CA
Nancy Spaulding, Elmira Free Academy, Elmira, NY
Frances Stivers, Terry Park High School, Jacksonville, FL
Anita Stockton, Perry Hall Senior High School, Baltimore, MD
Zack Taylor, Consultant, Science Education Unit, Sacramento, CA
Leigh VenEtten, Charles Wright Academy, Tacoma, %VA
Muriel Vaughn, National Black Child Development Institute.

Washington, DC
Henry Walberg, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL
Henry Walbesser, University of Maryland, Catonsville, MD
Millie Waterman, Ohio Education Commission, Mentor, OH
Gerald F. Wheeler, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT
Cheryl Williams, American Association of University Women,

Washington, DC
Robert E. Yager, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
Judith lero, University of Illinois, Champagne, IL
Lawrence J. Zambrowski, Churchill Jr. High School, East Brunsvvick,

NJ

Veronica Zepeda, Arizona State Department of Education, Phoenix, AZ
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